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This work considers the problem of finding analytical expressions for the expected values of dis-
tributed computing performance metrics when the underlying communication network has a complex
structure. Through active probing tests a real distributed computing environment is analysed. From
the resulting network, ensembles of synthetic graphs with additional structure are used in Monte
Carlo simulations to both validate analytical expressions and explore the performance metrics under
different conditions. Computing paradigms with different hierarchical structures in computing ser-
vices are gauged, fully decentralised (i.e., peer-to-peer) environments providing the best performance.
Moreover, it is found that by implementing more intelligent computing services configurations (e.g.,
betweenness centrality based mappings) and task allocations strategies, significant improvements in
the parallel efficiency can be achieved. We qualitatively reproduce results from previous works and
provide closed-form solutions for the expected performance metrics linking topological, application
structure and allocation parameters when job dependencies and a complex network structure are
considered.
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I. INTRODUCTION
As emphasised by La´szlo´ Baraba´si [1], once the univer-
sal properties of complex networks have been identified,
the challenge is to correlate those properties with the pro-
cesses taking place on the networks. In this regard, an
unsolved problem is the effect of the topological charac-
teristics of the underlying communication network on the
performance of a distributed computing infrastructure.
From a top-level view of computer function and in-
terconnection, Distributed Computing Infrastructures
(DCI) can be understood as the coordination of comput-
ing and storage resources through a communication net-
work aimed at solving a task. Depending on the network
span (local or global), business model for user-system in-
teractions and the hierarchical structure of deployed ser-
vices, different DCI solutions have emerged in the last
decades: Grid, Cloud, P2P, Cluster, Utility, Volunteer,
Parasitic and Jungle computing. In Ref. [2] a review and
classification of these paradigms can be found.
Regarding the network scale, DCIs can be split into
two main categories: Cluster Computing, where nodes
are usually connected through high bandwidth and low
latency (usually fibre channel) links, and the remaining
solutions listed above, which involve a geographically dis-
persed network (e.g., the internet).
From the business model point of view three paradigms
coexist; utility computing, volunteer computing and par-
asitic computing. In the utility model users pay for on-
demand delivery of computational or storage services and
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the infrastructure operates in a transparent manner to
the user by aggregating resources in a single system view.
This includes Grid and Cloud computing. Grids can be
understood as federations of computing clusters that co-
ordinate their resources for a specific scientific commu-
nity (Virtual Organisation or VO) [3]. Within this fed-
eration each cluster is autonomous in their access poli-
cies and in the amount and type of resources they offer.
Furthermore, resources can be switched on and off dy-
namically without a centralised control. Grids are often
deployed on LAN, WAN, or internet backbone networks
at regional, national, or global scales. Cloud is the lat-
est evolution from Grid (still under development) which
by means of an intensive use of virtualization technology
can offer different computing capacities as a service, usu-
ally in a pay-per-use model. There are many similarities
among Grid and Cloud Computing (for a complete sur-
vey see Ref. [4]). In a rough way it can be stated that
Cloud relies on Grid Computing as its backbone and in-
frastructure support.
Volunteer computing is another collaboration scheme
in which users altruistically donate their computing ca-
pacities to a project. A problem is split into tasks that
can be evaluated independently by computers connected
to the internet. Those tasks (work units) are then col-
lected by a central server. A celebrated example is the
SETI@home project (see http://www.seti.org). At the
opposite end of the spectrum lies the parasitic computing
solution [5], which retrieves computing resources without
the knowledge of the participating servers.
Large-scale, geographically dispersed DCIs can be clas-
sified according to the hierarchical relationships among
their components. In the Grid case, the task mapping
to clusters (Computing Elements or simply CEs) is co-
ordinated by meta-schedulers (Resource Brokers or sim-
ply brokers) acting as servers. CEs are responsible for
2managing the nodes (worker nodes in the Grid terminol-
ogy) where tasks are finally executed. Brokers find CEs
according to user specifications and CE’s performance
evaluation, availability and other rankings [3]. In this
regard, if two tasks hosted in two CEs need to commu-
nicate, a path passing through the involved brokers is
created. Depending on the number of brokers the sys-
tem can be more or less hierarchical; from a totally cen-
tralised solution (single broker) to a decentralised solu-
tion in which there is a broker for each CE connected
to the same communication node in the network. Cloud
virtualization layers introduce additional complexity and
the component schemes can be very intricate as the elas-
tic nature of clouds enables the change of resource quan-
tities and characteristics at runtime. However, the Cloud
WorkFlow Management System (WFMS) still makes use
of schedulers and worker nodes in a hierarchical way [6].
Peer-to-peer computing (or simply P2P) lies at the oppo-
site end. The P2P solution replaces the distinct notions
of server and client nodes with the notion of peers [7].
Hence, P2P systems result in a fully distributed config-
uration where nodes (i.e., peers) are connected without
any other intermediary service. P2P can be thought as
the limit case of total decentralisation in Grids. Notice
also that volunteer computing can also be thought as the
total centralised case of Grids.
Finally, these computing paradigms can be more or
less homogeneous in their resources. Recently, the trend
appears to be the merging of several solutions resulting
in a highly heterogeneous scheme known as jungle com-
puting [2].
The understanding and design of DCIs with nontriv-
ial communication topologies and dynamically changing
conditions (network traffic, node connections, etc.) de-
mands new methodologies and tools different from those
usually applied in High Performance Computing [8]. In
fact, modelling the interactions among users, application
structures (workflows) and DCIs continues to pose a big
and ongoing challenge. A promising approach is the in-
tegration of concepts and tools from the complex sys-
tems theory into DCI models. However, few contribu-
tions have tackled the task allocation problem in DCIs
from that perspective [9–12].
In 2002 Iamnitchi et al. [9] showed how P2P scientific
collaboration networks exhibit the small-world property.
This work represents one of the first contributions of com-
plex network theory to the DCI task allocation problem
through the user-infrastructure interaction standpoint.
The highly inspiring article by da Fontoura et al. in
2005 [10] analysed the effect of a complex network topol-
ogy in the efficiency of computing Grids for the first time.
There, a homogeneous network with constant latency and
no background traffic was considered. In their model
the authors used undirected graphs with random, scale-
free and several customised topologies with nodes rep-
resenting processing units and edges representing com-
munication links. In this scheme every node was able
to compute tasks and to forward tasks to its neighbour-
ing nodes within its cluster until the whole task set was
completed. However, the applications considered were re-
stricted to sets of independent jobs with no dependence
relationships (i.e., lacking any structure). Analytical re-
lationships between the main performance metrics and
topological parameters were not addressed.
An alternate workaround is to tackle the DCI schedul-
ing through the queueing networks formalism (Muttoni
et al. [8]) or by an entropy-based scheduling approach
(Derbal [13]). In the latter case the capacity of a given
service was modelled as a Markov chain and the uncer-
tainty on the service capacity information was quantified
in terms of an entropy function. In that work the au-
thor considered a graph (termed as Grid Neighbourhood)
as a dynamic federation of resource clusters composed of
two node types; Principals and Agents. Principals (as-
sociated, at a minimum, with schedulers) managed sev-
eral Agents (nodes where jobs are processed) forming a
cluster and the edges linking the Principals defined the
Grid topology. Remarkable performance improvements
with respect to the random solution were achieved as the
number of clusters increased. Again (except for network
size), no explicit relationships were reported between per-
formance metrics and topology (claimed as holding the
power-law property but without providing any evidence
of this finding).
Ishi and colleagues [12] went a step further in 2007
by tackling the scheduling problem in Grids through an
optimisation approach using a simulated annealing algo-
rithm. In that model every graph node represented a CE
and communication paths were built through the Dijk-
stra algorithm for a homogeneous network with random,
small-world and scale-free structure. As in [10] the ap-
plications lack any dependence structure or analytical re-
lationships between metrics and topological parameters.
Also in 2007, Batista et al. [14] proposed a procedure for
enabling Grid networks to dynamically self-adjust to re-
source availability. Mechanisms for task scheduling, re-
source monitoring and task migration adaptation were
provided. However no reference to either model expres-
sions, parameters or the underlying mechanisms enabling
the alleged self-adaptability is found in that work.
More recently Llijasˆic´ and Saitta [11] considered user-
infrastructure interactions as in [9]; this time through a
probabilistic graph model approach. In that work Grid
log data of more than 28 million jobs from the EGEE
(Enabling Grids for E-sciencE) EU funded project [15]
were collected and mined. User-Grid processes were mod-
elled through the generation of a directed bipartite graph
with nodes representing either users or CEs and links
representing users sending tasks to CEs. The resulting
graph, with a shortest path length of 3.56 and a diame-
ter of 10, rendered a power-law structure in its out-degree
distribution.
All these works faced the DCI performance problem
through techniques akin to complex systems based meth-
ods, either from the infrastructure or from the user-
application perspective. However, none of them pro-
3vides analytical relationships among infrastructure, ap-
plication and allocation parameters. Although complex
network based models were used, no evidence of why
these models should reproduce the referred DCI’s topol-
ogy is found. Furthermore, assembling jobs into clusters
targeted to the same computing resource (i.e., job clus-
tering) has a remarkable effect on the performance, as
in this case communication overheads are zeroed. More-
over, well-known workflow management systems and al-
gorithms have been designed and successfully applied to
both multiprocessors and distributed computing environ-
ments [13, 16–19]. However, to the authors’ knowledge,
no previous works have included intertask dependencies
effects when analysing DCIs with a complex network
topology.
This paper is aimed at finding functional relationships
between application performance metrics and the key
parameters of different DCI solutions. Inspired by the
topology and job services organisation of a real Grid in-
frastructure (Sec. II), we develop a probabilistic model
for application performance metrics in Sec. III. In partic-
ular we address models for: (1) Simple application work-
flow schemes (but with job dependence relationships), (2)
Parametrized hierarchical structure among DCI services,
(3) Probabilistic job allocations based on task clustering.
As a result, expressions of the first moments from the
resulting order statistics are obtained. These expressions
are then validated through Monte Carlo simulations for
different DC solutions and configurations (Sec. IV). We
conclude and make some remarks on the scope of the
addressed model in Sec. V.
II. NETWORK TOMOGRAPHY OF A REAL
GRID INFRASTRUCTURE
Global DCIs (Grid, Cloud, P2P and Jungle) overlay
computing, storage and other software services over the
internet. In this scheme the resulting network consists on
nodes belonging to both services and communication lay-
ers in a multiplexed-network fashion [3]. In this work we
start from the study of a real computing Grid to scan its
structural properties. In particular we study the Work-
load Management System (WMS) of the generic VO Iber-
grid in the joint Spanish and Portuguese National Grid
Initiatives Grid (ES-NGI) within the European Grid In-
frastructure project [20]. This DCI can be understood as
a logical network with three node types: brokers, comput-
ing elements and communication nodes (routers). The re-
sulting topology is determined by the coupling between
the internet topology and the brokers and CEs mapping
mechanisms. Hence, it can be expected that the result-
ing graph preserves some structural properties from the
internet.
The internet can be viewed as an evolving network of
subnetworks (Autonomous Systems (AS) or domains).
Every domain (managed by an administration authority
with specific policies) is a network composed by routers,
switches and hosts (end computers where application
programs run). Hence, the internet topology is modelled
at two granularity levels; inter-domain (AS or domain
level) and intra-domain (router-level). In Ref. [21] it was
claimed that power-law relationships exist at both in-
ter and intra domain levels from the BGP routing tables
collected by the route server route-views.oregon-ix.net.
However, this assertion has been a subject of great con-
troversy. For instance, in Ref. [22] it is highlighted that
derived AS-level topology is not representative for the in-
ternet connectivity since at least 20-50% of the physical
links were missing in that work. Further studies suggest
that this power-law at the AS-level remains when the AS
maps are extended [23].
The alleged intra-domain power-law relationship
in Ref. [21] derives from the traceroute (see
http://www.caida.org/tools) tests collected in [24]. This
tool allows tracking packet destinations along a path at
the IP layer of the internet. By merging all these paths
a reconstruction (i.e., active network tomography) of the
network topology is achieved. However, this technique re-
vealed several shortcomings for rendering a reliable topol-
ogy. A common pitfall is to infer the existence of a phys-
ical node that is really a logical entity. In Refs. [25, 26] a
survey of biases taking place in traceroute like probes
can be found.
In the present work traceroute active probing, simi-
lar to that in Ref. [24], is used. The graph reconstruction
process is as follows: 1) Retrieve IP address of every bro-
ker and CE, 2) For every CE send an agent job with the
remaining CEs IP addresses and a traceroute command
for those destinations, 3) The resulting set of paths is pro-
cessed so that each intermediate IP is regarded as a node
(it can be a router, a virtual node or even a whole do-
main) and a link is created for two consecutive IPs. This
way local views are obtained by evaluating a certain num-
ber of paths from many sources to different destinations.
The merging of these views provides a snapshot (the Grid
is an evolving entity) of a partial map of the DCI under-
lying communication network. The obtained graph is of
size 189 (161 communication nodes, 23 CEs and 5 bro-
kers) with 477 edges. An average degree k = 5.03 and
average clustering coefficient CC = 0.106 are found. The
graph diameter and average shortest path computations
renders l = 4.24 and D = 15 respectively.
With the procedures described in Ref. [27] for deal-
ing with small samples, a power-law fit for an exponent
α = 2.78 ± 0.13 for kmin = 5 ± 1 is obtained. The
goodness-of-fit is evaluated through the plpva function
provided in Ref. [28] resulting in a p − value = 0.1350.
This result, despite the possible poor statistics effect due
to the small size of the graph, supports the hypothe-
sis that the graph might be scale-free. However from
the discussion above we do not claim that the ES-NGI
communication network has in fact a power-law struc-
ture. In particular, as we could only resolve a subset
of domains (i.e., the IP alias resolution problem [26]),
the resulting graph is undoubtedly incomplete, render-
4ing only a logical representation of the network. This
description falls somewhere in between the inter-domain
and intra-domain levels [23]. Although being incomplete,
this graph still serves as a seed and reference model for
the simulations conducted in this work.
III. A PROBABILISTIC MODEL FOR TASK
ALLOCATION IN DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING
ENVIRONMENTS
The stochastic task allocation process can be thought
as the coupling of three structures: application workflow,
computing network and allocation process (see Fig. 1).
In this section these structures are formalised. Then, the
first moments of DCI performance metrics are derived
from the resulting order statistics. Finally we provide
analytic expressions for the limit cases considered.
A. Scientific application workflow modelling
Scientific applications are typically modelled as work-
flows, consisting of tasks, data elements, control se-
quences and data dependencies [29]. They can be for-
malised as weighted Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs),
GJ = (J,EJ) where J is a set of nJ + 1 Jobs J =
{J0, J1, . . . , JnJ} and EJ is a set of neJ directed edges
EJ ⊂ J × J . Every job Jk has an associated weight
Jk
Mk
Jl
Ml
Okl
Bi Bi′
Cj Cj′
sij si′j′
Φ = 1
Φ = 2
Φ = 3
DIRECTED ACYCLIC GRAPH COMPUTING MODES AND NETWORK
xk
xl
FIG. 1. Stochastic allocation in a distributed computing in-
frastructure. The overlay of computing services (brokers and
CEs represented as black and white circles) deployed on the
communication network (routers represented as grey circles)
causes different degrees of hierarchy. The overhead transfer
costs in every DCI are parametrized through the quantity
Φ = 1, 2, 3. The network shown represents a real snapshot
built from traceroute experiments on the ES-NGI DCI.
Mk representing its size (in bytes) and every link ekl =
(Jk, Jl) carries also a weight Okl representing the file size
(in bytes) transferred between jobs Jk and Jl when a
task communication process holds. In order to simplify
computations, the special entry-job J0 with M0 = 0 and
O0k = 0, ∀k is introduced without loss of generality [17].
DAGs can be parametrized according to different
metrics depending on their adjacency matrix Aij and
node/link weights. Roughly, the basic DAG components
are the fork and join structures. Given a job Ji, in a
fork or join structure the out-degree kouti or the in-degree
kini are non-zero respectively. In this work we assume a
minimalistic parametrizable DAG; DAGs are such that
kin,outi ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ IJ and with an entry-node k
in
0 = 0,
kout0 = nJ . This results in a set of linked job clusters clk
of different sizes ωk − ω0k (see Fig. 2). Further, we will
J0
J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 J8 J9 JnJ
….
cl1 cl2ω01 ω02ω1 ω2
FIG. 2. Simplified parametrizable DAG model for application
workflows used in this work. Dependent jobs are arranged into
clusters cli of size ωi − ω0i.
assume equally sized jobs (i.e., probe jobs) Mk = M, ∀k
and transfer files Okl = o, ∀k, l. Although this is a non-
negligible constraint for representing real DCIs, using
probe jobs allows to explicitly highlight the effects of the
network topology on the applications performance, which
is the major aim of the present contribution.
B. Distributed computing infrastructure model
From the previous discussion in Sec. II a node can rep-
resent a router, switch or even an AS. Here we overlook
that distinction for the purposes of the present model.
The adopted graph GR = (R,ER) consists on a set
R of nR communication nodes (routers) connected by
neR links rij ∈ ER characterised by a latency lij (in
seconds) and bandwidth bwij (in bytes per second), as
it is usual in computer networks analysis [30]. More-
over, we assume bidirectionally in the network lij = lji,
bwij = bwji, ∀i, j and that it is always possible to find a
geodesic path Pij = (Ri, . . . , Rj) of length dij between
any two nodes Ri and Rj . For every path we define both
the path latency Lij =
∑
(Ra,Rb)∈Pij
lab and path band-
width BWij = min{bwab : (Ra, Rb) ∈ Pij}. By consid-
ering homogeneous latencies lij = LAT and bandwidths
bwij = BW in the network, the path quantities render:
Lij = LAT ·dij and BWij = BW respectively. For every
graph instance g ∈ GR we use the following definition for
the average shortest path
l(g) =
1(
nR
2
)
∑
i6=j
dij(g), (3.1)
5and D(g) = max{dij(g)} for the network diameter D(g).
From the inter-router distance distribution fd(x) =
P [d ≤ x] (with the random variable d as the geodesic
distance between two randomly chosen nodes the graph)
and the tail distribution f˜d = P [d > x], equation (3.1)
can also be expressed as
l(g) =
D(g)−1∑
x=0
f˜d(x). (3.2)
Regarding DCI services, a simple model for workload al-
location is assumed. In particular, we do not consider
other services such as storage, information, resources dis-
covery, etc. In a task communication process between
jobs Jk and Jl with a dependence relationship (Akl 6= 0)
the communication overhead depends on the DCI solu-
tion adopted. In the P2P case CEs transfer files directly
(see Fig. 1). However, one or more meta-schedulers (bro-
kers) can also be involved in the process. In the Grid case
it is usual to find a hierarchical structure where a single
broker covers a wide range of CEs. Other brokers can
also be used as a support for redundancy, communication
optimisation, failure, or by direct user specifications.
We then characterise distributed computing configura-
tions through the constant Φ = 1, 2, 3. These solutions
depend on the number of brokers and CEs deployed (de-
noted as nB and nC respectively) and their connections
(Fig. 1). With a slight abuse of the δ notation we define
Φ = 3 − δ1nB − 2δP2P where δP2P = 1 if nB = nC and
both brokers and CEs share the same router (otherwise
δP2P = 0). This parametrizes DCI solutions as follows:
1) P2P with Φ = 1 and nB > 1 (fully decentralised solu-
tions). 2) Total centralisation with Φ = 2, where nB = 1
and at least one CE is connected to a different router. 3)
Partially centralised solutions with Φ = 3 for nB > 1 and
where at least one CE is connected to a different router
than those connected to the brokers.
For every DCI we also define: 1) A set S = B × C
of nS computing modes composed by a broker set B =
{B1, . . . , BnB} and a CE set C = {C1, . . . , CnC}, 2) Two
simple (with finite support) random variables β : B →
R,Bi 7→ βi and θ : C → R,Cj 7→ θj to model broker and
CEs services mappings respectively. Computing modes
are denoted as sij = (Bi, Cj) but in order to lighten no-
tation we eventually set a single index labelling through
the bijection (i, j) 7→ nC(i − 1) + j; i = 1, . . . , nB, j =
1, . . . , nC .
In our model we consider CEs with infinite process-
ing capacity, no queuing delays and equal processing
speeds V -measured in Million of Instructions Per Second
(MIPS)-. Infinite processing capacity means that if two
tasks arrive at the same CE they are executed in parallel
if no precedence relationship exists in the corresponding
DAG. This takes our approach slightly away from the
pure scheduling models where every task has an assigned
order; if two tasks with no precedence relationship ar-
rive at the same host the local scheduler establishes an
additional order of execution [12–14, 17, 29, 31]. In our
approach it suffices to comply with the order imposed by
the DAG. The effect is equivalent to CEs with infinite
processing capacity so that no additional ordering is re-
quired. Furthermore, brokers are assumed to hold infinite
storage capacity and task forwarding speed; there is no
congestion and tasks are efficiently dispatched without
introducing any additional delays.
C. Allocation process and time metrics
Task allocation is modelled by the stochastic process
AP = {Xk : k ∈ IJ}, where IJ denotes the job index set
and every random variable Xk has support S and xk ∈ S
represents the assigned mode to job Jk (Fig. 1). We also
define the function: ∆ : S × S → {1, 0}, (xk, xl) 7→ ∆kl,
where ∆kl = 1 if xk = xl and ∆kl = 0 if xk 6= xl.
Mass probabilities P [Xk = sn] are denoted as pkn,
joints P [Xk = sn, Xl = sm] as pkn,lm and condition-
als P [Xk = sn|Xl = sm] as pkn|lm. With these elements,
a probabilistic model for the conditional probabilities is
built (see details in Appendix A). The aim is to pro-
vide independence between the events ”{xk = sn}” and
”{xl = sm}” when there is no order relationship between
jobs Jk and Jl (Akl = 0) while parametrizing the strength
of the likelihood of sharing a mode when an order depen-
dency holds. Through a simple model (A.3), the likeli-
hood of two jobs Jk and Jl for arriving at the same mode
p˜kl can be parametrized as follows: when there is an or-
der relationship in the DAG, p˜kl = c, where c ∈ [0, 1]
is the task clustering parameter, and when that relation-
ship is missing the mapping is simply uniformly random
p˜kl = 1/nS. This way, c controls the likelihood of two
adjacent jobs for being mapped to the same mode (i.e.,
zeroing communication costs). This process is termed as
job clustering [17].
As no queueing delays and homogeneous processing
speeds are considered, processing times are also con-
stant and independent of the mapping. Hence, job pro-
cessing times PT (in seconds) are simply defined as
PTk = M/V, ∀k ∈ IJ . Further, we will only consider
the case of latency-bounded applications, where the ra-
tio o/BW << LAT . This can be achieved either with
small file sizes or with a high bandwidth network (as it
is usual in dedicated research networks and many com-
puting Grids). In the experimental study of the ES-NGI
Grid described in Section II Round Trip Times (RTT) for
every IP packet were also collected. We found a minimum
BW =48.32Kbytes/s and a maximum latency ∼ 10−1s.
Hence, the latency-bounded approximation is justified for
file sizes of the order of bytes.
Another simplification is achieved if equally sized clus-
ters are considered. Then, communication costs between
jobs Jk and Jl can be computed as
CTkl = [1−∆kl][LAT ·D
cc
kl ], (3.3)
where Dcckl = D
cb
k +D
bb
kl +D
bc
l is the inter-CE joint dis-
tance (see Fig. 1) composed of: 1) Intra-mode CE-broker
6distance Dcbk at the departure mode xk. 2) Inter-mode
broker-broker distanceDbbkl from modes xk to xl. 3) Intra-
mode broker-CE distance Dbcl at the arriving mode xl.
It must be highlighted that this linear relationship (also
used in [10]) between communication times and hosts
distance is only a rough approximation to the real inter-
net communication processes; as communications depend
heavily on network congestion (i.e., traffic) the assump-
tion of a constant latency may not be adequate in general.
On the other hand, a strong correlation has been found
between hop-count and packet transfer times [32] sug-
gesting that packet transfer times may increase linearly
with the distance. This evidence empirically supports
the linear relation (3.3) that can be thought as a limit
case when Okl/BW → 0 and no background traffic effect
is included.
Under these assumptions we now define the set of met-
rics for the quantification of applications performance
used in this work. From the adjacency matrix A, the
finish time FTk of job Jk is given by
FTk = PT +max{Aik(FTi + CTik)}i=0,...,nJ . (3.4)
As for the entry node it holds that FT0 = 0, and
by noticing that for the proposed DAG A is upper-
triangular, a perfect recurrence relation is found: FTk =
PT +max{Aik(FTi + CTik)}i<k, k = 1, . . . , nJ .
The first performance metric considered is the total ex-
ecution time of a parallel application makespan (or MK
for short) defined as MK = max{FTk}k=1,...,nJ (in sec-
onds).
Another common measure is the Scheduled Length Ra-
tio SLR = MK/CPIC, which normalises makespan
with the Critical Path Length Including Communication
(CPIC) [17, 31]. CPIC is computed in the same way
as MK but in this case tasks are mapped to an aver-
age mode S¯ where both intra-mode and inter-mode dis-
tances are equal to the average shortest path length l.
According to this, the CPIC processing and communi-
cation times are defined as: PTCPICk =M/V = PT and
CTCPICkl = [1−∆kl][Φ·l·LAT ] respectively. Then, CPIC
is obtained as CPIC = max{FTk}k=1,...,nJ by plugging
PTCPICk and CT
CPIC
kl into (3.4). A value of SLR = 1
means that the allocation achieves a performance equal
to that obtained in the average network. Values lower
than 1 indicate a better mapping whereas values higher
than 1 render a worse strategy. In general, the lower SLR
the better performance obtained. In a uniform mapping
SLR has a lower-bound of 1 but, as it will be shown,
smarter mappings (i.e., taking into account the services
degree or betweenness) can achieve values with SLR < 1.
Other common metric is the parallel efficiency PE or
normalised speedup. As defined in Ref. [10] PE is the
normalised ratio between sequential and parallel time for
an application to execute PE =
∑
i PTi/(nSMK) =
nJPT/(nSMK).
D. Probabilistic modelling and order statistics
The proposed model has three main elements; network,
computing services mappings and job allocation process
AP . Starting from the sample space Ω = GR × R
nB ×
RnC × SnJ , each possible configurations x ∈ Ω with x =
(g, β¯, θ¯, X¯) represents; a graph instance g, a brokers β¯ =
(β1, β2, . . . , βnB ) and CEs mapping θ¯ = (θ1, θ2, . . . , θnC )
and an allocation vector: X¯ = (X1, X2, . . . , XnJ ). This
way, any time function fˆ is regarded as a simple ran-
dom variable with expectation E[fˆ ] =
∑
x∈Ω fˆ(x)P (x).
Graph instances are referred to any of the two classical
random graph models GR ∈ {GnR,m, GnR,p} as defined
in [33] while E[] and P () denote expectation and proba-
bility in the GnR,m and GnR,p models interchangeably.
Through a simple re-ordering of job indexes and by
assuming equally sized job clusters ωk − ω0k = ω, ∀k in
the DAG shown in Fig. 2, it is found that
MK = ωPT +max{
kω−1∑
i=ω(k−1)+1
CTii+1}k=1...cJ (3.5)
(an equivalent expression is obtained for CPIC) that can
be rearranged as
MK = ωPT + LAT · Y (3.6)
SLR =
ωPT + LAT · Y
ωPT + LAT · Φ · l · Z
, (3.7)
where the quantities Y = max{Uk : k = 1 . . . cJ} and
Z = max{Wk : k = 1 . . . cJ} are defined through the
relations
Uk =
kω−1∑
i=ω(k−1)+1
[1−∆ii+1]D
cc
ii+1 (3.8)
Wk =
kω−1∑
i=ω(k−1)+1
[1−∆ii+1]. (3.9)
Since the expressions for Y and Z involve the
maximum funcion, obtaining their expected values is
not straightforward and requires techniques from order
statistics analysis. By series expansion up to second or-
der of (3.7) around E[MK] and E[CPIC] (see Ref. [34])
and by neglecting terms O2(LAT ), E[SLR] can be ap-
proximated by
E[SLR] ≈
ωPT + LAT ·E[Y ]
ωPT +Φ ·E[l] · LAT ·E[Z]
, (3.10)
where we have used that l and Z are independent vari-
ables since l depends solely on topology while Z depends
on allocation. The quantities E[Y ] and E[Z] can be com-
puted by using the conditional expectation rule (the cor-
responding partition in Ω is always possible): E[Y ] =∑
g∈GR
P (g)E[Y |g] (same for Z) where P (g) = P [{g}]
and E[Y |g] represent the conditional expectation of Y
for a given graph instance g. By assuming that both Uk
7and Wk with k = 1, . . . , cJ form Independent and Iden-
tically Distributed (IID) sets of random variables, the
set {U1, . . . , UcJ} (same for W ) can be thought as a set
of statistical samples from the simple random variables
U : {g} × RnB × RnC × Sω−1 → N and W : Sω−1 → N
with distributions fU (x) and fW (x) respectively. Hence,
the first moments of Y and Z can be computed form the
cJ -th order statistics of U =
∑ω−1
i=1 (1−∆ii+1)D
cc
ii+1 and
W =
∑ω−1
i=1 (1−∆ii+1) with supports {0, 1, . . . , SU} and
{0, 1, . . . , SW } respectively. By using the results reported
in [35] it is found that
E[Y |g] = SU − TU (SU , cJ) (3.11)
E[Z|g] = SW − TW (SW , cJ), (3.12)
where the quantities: TU (SU , cJ) =
∑SU−1
x=0 [fU (x)]
cJ
and TW (SW , cJ ) =
∑SW−1
x=0 [fW (x)]
cJ have been intro-
duced. By noticing that the value SW is reached when
∆ii+1 = 0, ∀i, it follows that SW = ω − 1. Further, as
these quantities do not depend on the network
E[Z] = E[Z|g] = (ω − 1)−
ω−2∑
x=0
[fW (x)]
cJ . (3.13)
The quantity SU can be computed by realising that the
compound distances Dccii+1 in (3.8) can be rearranged as
Dccii+1 = (1 − δ1nB )D
bb
ii+1 + (1 − δP2P )(D
cb
i +D
bc
i+1). As
the services can be mapped to any node in the network,
the support of Dcbi , D
bb
ii+1 and D
bc
i+1 is {0, . . . , D}, ∀i ∈ I.
This way, the support of Dccii+1 is {0, 1, . . . ,ΦD}, ∀i ∈ I.
Hence, as task clustering and topology are considered as
independent, it is obtained that SU = ΦDSW , which
couples DCI solution Φ, network diameter D and task
clustering W . With these values (3.11) renders
E[Y ] = ΦE[D](ω − 1)−
∑
g∈GR
P (g)TU (ΦD(ω − 1), cJ).
(3.14)
A series expansion of TU around E[SU ] in the sum
of (3.14) leads to
E[TU (SU , cJ)] ≈ TU (E[SU ]) +
1
2
V ar(SU )∂
2
zTU (z, cJ)|z=E[SU ],
(3.15)
where V ar(SU ) = Φ(ω − 1)V ar(D).
In our analytical model the diameter variance is ne-
glected (reasons for this will be provided later). More-
over, as D can only take positive integer values, consid-
ering E[D] introduces round-off biases. A way to tackle
this is by setting D˜ = round(E[D]) where the round
function outputs the nearest natural number of E[D].
Then from (3.14) and (3.15)
E[Y ] = ΦD˜(ω − 1)−
ΦD˜(ω−1)−1∑
x=0
[fU (x)]
cJ (3.16)
and the expressions for the first moments of MK and
CPIC result in
E[MK] = ωPT +
LAT [ΦD˜(ω − 1)−
ΦD˜(ω−1)−1∑
x=0
(fU (x))
cJ ] (3.17)
and
E[CPIC] = ωPT+Φ ·LAT ·E[l][(ω−1)−
ω−2∑
x=0
[fW (x)]
cJ ].
(3.18)
These relations depend on DAG (ω, cJ), computing
network (fU (x), l, D˜, Φ) and allocation (c,fW (x)) param-
eters. It can be noticed how E[MK] increases with pro-
cessing time, cluster size, latency, DCI solution and net-
work diameter while it decreases with clustering probabil-
ity and with the number of task clusters. The summation
term in (3.17) and (3.18) captures the effect of the dis-
tance distribution in the underlying topology. The mini-
mum is achieved for configurations such that fU (x) = 1,
(e.g., the complete graph limit) where E[MK] = ωPT .
Conversely, if fU ≈ 0, MK reaches its maximum value
at E[MK] = ωPT + LAT · Φ · D˜(ω − 1).
E. Limit cases
Despite the simplifications introduced so far, the
handling of the expressions for E[MK] and E[SLR]
from (3.10), (3.17) and (3.18) quickly becomes unman-
ageable. These expressions can be substantially simpli-
fied if some additional restrictions are imposed. In par-
ticular (see Appendix B for a more detailed description)
we assume
1. Job pairs limit. In this case we only consider task
clusters of size ω = 2.
2. Random distribution of resources. Both brokers
and CEs are uniformly mapped over the network
with probability 1/nR. For P2P (Φ = 1) configu-
rations CEs and brokers in a computing mode are
mapped to the same router.
Under these assumptions, two limit cases are found: 1)
Total task attraction c = 1, where the clustering proba-
bility reaches its maximum and all tasks are mapped to
the same mode (a rather trivial case) and 2) Task repul-
sion c = 0; dependent jobs tend to avoid being mapped
to the same mode (a sort of load balancing solution) and
tasks are mapped in a RoundRobin fashion. In the latter
case, if a single cluster is also considered (i.e., cJ = 1) ex-
pressions for the metrics are greatly simplified. Finally, if
the distance distribution is regarded as uniform and the
number of task clusters is large, further simplifications
in the metrics expressions are obtained. All these ap-
proximations are collected in Table I. Notice that under
8c = 1 c = 0
Normalised metrics cJ = 1 cJ >> 1
(E[MK]− 2PT )/LAT 0 ΦE[l] ΦD˜
E[SLR] 1 1 1+ΦηD˜
1+ΦηE[l]
E[PE] cJ/nS
1/nS
1+ΦηE[l]
cJ/nS
1+ΦηD˜
Case I II IIIa
a Considering uniform topologies limit
TABLE I. Performance metrics where simple relations are
found for three limit cases of the parameters involved. The
dimensionless parameter η = LAT/2PT is also introduced.
these circumstances the normalised performance metrics
only depend on three quantities: network distance distri-
bution (topology) fd(x), job clustering probability c and
clusters number cJ .
IV. MODEL VALIDATION AND MAIN
RESULTS
In this section we numerically investigate the relation-
ships between performance metrics and network topol-
ogy, DAG structure, and allocation. A set of Monte
Carlo simulations consisting on N independent samples
for each configuration x ∈ Ω were generated. Then, val-
ues for the performance metrics introduced in Sec. III
were computed. This was performed in a specifically de-
signed software tool: Stochastic Grid Workbench (SGW).
Although a number of popular Grid and Cloud simula-
tors exist (e.g., GridSim for Grids [36]), the implementa-
tion of customised complex topologies and parametrized
DAG structures in these frameworks is not a trivial issue
as these environments are mainly designed for general
purpose configurations. This motivated the development
of SGW, a JAVA based tool which uses the Java Uni-
versal Network/Graph Framework API [37] to numeri-
cally validate the expressions obtained. In SGW graphs
can be: 1) Loaded (as the empirical ES-NGI obtained
through the procedures described in section II) 2) En-
riched from a seed graph by the random addition of new
links, and 3) Generated through different graph gener-
ation algorithms provided in [37]. In the case of 1) the
graph instance g ∈ GR in x is constant and hence E[l] = l
and E[D] = D˜ = D where D is the ES-NGI diameter
= 15. In 2) once new links are added, the resulting graph
remains constant in the ensemble during the tests and
hence it holds again that E[l] = l and E[D] = D˜ = D.
In 3), both l(g) and D(g) have in general a distribution
whose moments depend on the graph generation mecha-
nism used. From a battery of tests designed to gauge l
and D variances we verified that for the random graph,
according to theory, V ar(l) → 0, once the phase transi-
tion in connectivity at pnR = log(nR) is reached [38].
Also, equivalent graphs with the same size and ap-
proximately the same edges than ES-NGI were obtained
for both the random (Erdo¨s-Re´nyi model) and for the
scale-free versions. These graphs are termed as ER-NGI
and SF-NGI respectively. ER-NGI were built by linking
nR = 189 nodes with probability p = 2neR/nR(nR−1) =
0.02685. The ES-NGI values of nB = 5 and nC = 23 were
also used for computing services mapping. For SF-NGI
networks we slightly modified the preferential attachment
model [39] by starting from v0 = 30 initial vertices and
by adding e0 = 3 new edges per iteration through ap-
proximately neR/e0 = nR − v0 iterations.
Once the network is obtained, non-connected solutions
are filtered in order to keep the largest connected com-
ponent only. Then, after setting the values of latency
LAT and bandwidth BW , the desired DCI solution is
implemented as a mapping of brokers and CEs on that
network. Random, degree or betweenness based mapping
algorithms are possible. Besides, proximity based strate-
gies, where dependent jobs are preferentially mapped to
closer modes, are also implemented. Application DAGs
are specified through the graphML format, where DAG
structure and both node and link weights are provided.
Finally, the probabilistic task allocation addressed in
Sec. III is implemented resulting into an allocation vec-
tor X¯. Once all tasks are mapped to modes, the per-
formance metrics MK, CPIC, SLR and PE for every
configuration point x ∈ Ω are obtained for their statisti-
cal analysis.
A. Effect of the distributed computing
infrastructure solution
As stressed, a major factor for the performance in DCIs
is the greater or lesser degree of hierarchization in their
services overlay network.
In a first experiment (Fig. 3) we monitored the aver-
age MK/(LAT · l) from a set of N = 1000 samples for
different network configurations and nC = 50 CEs as the
amount of brokers was ranged from 1 to 50 in ER-NGI. To
highlight communication overheads, the allocation strat-
egy was task repulsion (c = 0) and job pairs (ω = 2
and cJ = 1) with zero processing time PT = 0. The
analytic limit for this case is E[MK]/(LAT · E[l]) = Φ
(case II in table I). In the Φ = 2 case only a point at
E[MK]/(LAT · E[l]) = Φ = 2 coinciding with the value
for the Φ = 3 solution for nB = 1 is obtained (in this case,
the P2P solutions render E[MK]/(LAT · E[l]) = 0.0, as
communication overheads are zeroed). Hence, from a
strictly topological perspective, it is concluded that the
centralised configuration Φ = 2 outperforms the less hier-
archical Φ = 3 scheme if services are mapped randomly.
When a proximity optimisation is enhanced, the inter-
mode broker-broker distance is minimised and the case
Φ = 2 is recovered. It must be stated, however, that in
real DCIs, finite queuing effects at brokers can not be ne-
glected (in fact brokers downfall is a common cause for
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FIG. 3. Normalised makespan for three DCI solutions as the
brokers/CEs proportion is increased in the ER-NGI random
graph. Theoretical limits at Φ = 1, 2, 3 and 1/〈l〉 (case II in
table I) have been also plotted as dotted lines.
DCI’s malfunction). In this regard, the empirical find-
ing of a small number of brokers in real Grids (5 in the
ES-NGI case) can be partly explained by the fact that
Grids are mainly concerned in assuring job scheduling re-
dundancy by providing nB > 1. On the other hand, P2P
configurations (Φ = 1) significantly outperforms both the
partial and total hierarchical solutions. Further, when
a proximity based optimisation scheme is present, per-
formance can be increased by augmenting the brokers
proportion. It is also noticed that this improvement sta-
bilises in the limit E[MK] = LAT = 0.1s that corre-
sponds in average to a one-hop communication process
(lowest dotted line at 1/E[l] in Fig. 3).
Next, we focus on how communication network topol-
ogy affects performance for P2P solutions. Initially, the
scheduled length ratio SLR is monitored under differ-
ent conditions for the random graph. For every connec-
tion probability p we generate N graph instances of size
nR. Then we compute the corresponding averaged met-
rics. Whereas l rapidly decreases as p > 1/nR, D has, in
general, a variance that depends on p and nR. In par-
ticular Bolloba´s [40] found that D is almost surely con-
centrated on at most four values if pnR − lognR → ∞.
More recently Chung and Lu [38] have found how D
is clustered around finite sets of values for the range
1/ log(nR) < pnR/ log(nR) ≤ b, where b is a constant.
In Fig. 4 we compare the average SLR with E[SLR] =
(D˜− Td(D˜, cJ))/E[l] as the parameter z = pnR/log(nR)
is ranged from the critical probability pc = 1/nR to
p = 1. For the distance distribution we used both the
model presented by Fronczak et al. [41]
fd(x) = 1− e
−1/nR(nRp)
x
(4.1)
and the uniform distribution. The model is validated
through Monte Carlo tests (N = 1000) for random
graphs of size nR = 500 for nJ = 40 job pairs (ω = 2) in
a P2P solution with nB = nC = 50 and c = 0.
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FIG. 4. Expected value of SLR using uniform and Fronczak
distance distribution models for equally-sized random graphs
with varying p. The inset shows the linear fit of the points z′
vs. log(nR) where diameter transitions from 3 to 2 have been
observed.
From Fig. 4 it is noticed that the model with Fronczak
et al. distribution starts to reproduce numerical exper-
iments for z > 2, where the diameter is concentrated
on at most 3 values [38]. In this case the variance of the
diameter is negligible and the approximation of (3.17) be-
comes reliable. Notice that a wide range of convergence
between tests and model is found. However, this agree-
ment is weakened as we approach the complete graph
transition (the diameter abruptly changes from 2 to 1).
On the other hand, it is well known that the distance
distribution in random graphs lies far away from being
uniform [41, 42] but, rather fd(x), shows an oscillatory
behaviour with p [42]. However, the uniform distribution
limit is interesting as it reproduces the tests for z > 12.
A detailed analysis about how the diameter transitions
affect the performance is out of the scope of the present
work. However, in a set of tests we monitored the diame-
ter transitions from values 3 to 2 for different graph sizes
nR. From that study we found a linear relationship be-
tween the jumps at z′ = p′nR/ log(nR) and log(nR) (see
the linear fit in Fig. 4 inset). For nR = 500 the linear
fit renders a value of z′ = 12.3 that corresponds with the
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point z in Fig. 4 where the uniform distribution model
starts to reproduce experiments.
It should be noted the local minimum found at z = 10.
In this case a random mapping of tasks (neglecting topo-
logical and smart service mapping strategies) would ren-
der an optimal performance. If the ES-NGI topology
was random, this would involve a connection probabil-
ity of p = 0.277 (a factor of 10.66 times higher than
the connection probability of ER-NGI ). From this value,
D keeps constant while l smoothly decreases for a wide
range or z and, hence, SLR increases. This trend is in-
verted near the complete graph limit (z > 65) where D
falls sharply to 1. In this region the model is unable to
reproduce the last unstable values of D (peak point at
SLR ≈ 2).
In another set of tests we gauge the empirical ES-NGI
makespan as new links are randomly added. We allo-
cated job pairs with PT = 0 on a Φ = 1 configura-
tion (nB = nC = 50 randomly mapped modes) with
c = 0. These experiments were also designed to vali-
date the model in the case of an empirical distance dis-
tribution (B.7). In Fig. 5 we compare 〈MK〉/LAT ob-
tained from numerical simulations (N = 500 samples)
with E[MK]/LAT = E[D˜−
∑D˜−1
x=0 [fd(x)]
cJ ] for cJ = 20
and cJ = 1. In this case fd(x) was estimated through
the empirical cumulative distribution function from the
ES-NGI graph. For cJ = 1 it can be noticed that the
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FIG. 5. Numerical validation for the model for E[MK] as a
function of the average path length in the empirical ES-NGI
topology for cJ = 20 and cJ = 1. In the latter case the linear
limit E[MK]/LAT = l (case II in table I) is reproduced.
linear relationship E[MK]/LAT = l (case II in table I)
is reproduced (solid line in Fig. 5).
Finally, we explored how the parallel efficiency of
the ES-NGI could be improved by allowing more effi-
cient computing services mappings. For a P2P solution
(Φ = 1) with c = 0 the expression for E[PE] (neglecting
second order terms in the variance of MK) renders
E[PE] =
cJ/nS
1 + 2ηω [D˜(ω − 1)−
∑D˜(ω−1)−1
x=0 [fDbb(x)]
cJ ]
.
(4.2)
We launched cJ = 20 job pairs (ω = 2) in a RoundRobin
(c = 0) fashion with η = 1/2. The expression for E[PE]
from table I is a lower bound of (4.2)) (solid line in Fig. 6).
In this regard, the efficiency of a topology in a P2P net-
work is driven by the quantity:
∑D˜−1
x=0 [fDbb(x)]
cJ . The
higher this value, the more efficient P2P infrastructures
are obtained. In Fig. 6 we show 〈PE〉 in the ES-NGI and
its random, and scale-free equivalents when the average
shortest path l is decreased by adding new links. For
these tests Monte Carlo simulations from samples with
N = 500 size were conducted for different computing ser-
vices mappings and task allocation algorithms. As it was
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FIG. 6. Average parallel efficiency for ES-NGI and its ran-
dom and scale-free equivalents as the average path length de-
creases. Results from both random and betweenness based
computing services mappings and task allocations through a
proximity criterium are shown. The solid line corresponds to
the value of E[PE] in case III of table I for Φ = 1 and the dot-
ted horizontal lines correspond to that value when D˜ = 1, 2, 3.
found in [10], the parallel efficiency increases by adding
new links randomly (i.e., decreasing l) for both random
and scale-free graphs. This is also confirmed in our tests
for both the empirical ES-NGI Grid and for its synthetic
counterparts.
We also monitored the efficiency for smarter mappings
of computing services. In particular it was found that
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when brokers were preferentially mapped to nodes with
higher betweenness connectivity (β = bet. in Fig. 6),
〈PE〉 increased significantly with respect to the random
mapping version. Also, by providing a distance opti-
misation mechanism (tasks are first allocated to closer
modes) these results could be further improved. The
abscissas (dotted lines in Fig. 6) correspond to the
limit case of E[PE] in table I for uniform distributions
E[PE] = (cJ/nS)/(1 + ηD˜) at values D˜ = 1, 2, 3. It can
be noticed how the betweenness based mappings cluster
around these limits. In this situation the contribution
of the graph distance distribution to the efficiency is not
significant. Finally, the maximum efficiency is clearly
achieved for the complete graph when D˜ = 1.
B. Effect of the application workflow structure and
allocation strategy
We shall now examine how the application workflow
parameters (cJ , ω) and the job clustering c affect the
performance metrics. Firstly, we monitor (Fig. 7) the
normalised parallel efficiency E[PE]nS/c
max
J in the ES-
NGI topology as the normalised number of job clusters
cJ/c
max
J increases. A P2P scheme with nS = 150 ran-
domly mapped modes and c = 0 was used. As expected
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FIG. 7. Normalised parallel efficiency vs. task cluster num-
ber. Solid lines represent the model from (4.2) for ω = 2.
Symbols represent the results from numerical tests and dot-
ted lines represent numerical solutions for ω = 5, 30, 600 with
η = 0.5. The upper limit in efficiency (diagonal solid line)
corresponds to E[PE]nS/c
max
J = cJ/c
max
J .
from (4.2) (an equivalent result was reported in [10]) the
parallel efficiency grows with the number of task clusters.
An upper bound is found of E[PE]nS/c
max
J = cJ/c
max
J
(diagonal solid line in Fig. 7). According to (4.2) this
limit is reached when η → 0 or when ω >> 1 for a fi-
nite η value. Conversely, if cJ is small there will be not
enough computational work to distribute in the comput-
ing modes resulting in small efficiencies. Also in da Fon-
toura et al. [10] it is claimed that efficiency increases with
the task execution time. In our case this has been also
observed when η decreases; larger values for PE are ob-
tained for big processing times and low latency networks
(see Fig. 7).
In the last set of experiments we investigate how SLR
depends on the task clustering parameter c. For this case
from (B.1) and (B.6) it is found
E[SLR] =
1 + η[D˜ −
∑cJ
n=0 P1−c(cJ , n)
∑D˜−1
x=0 (fd(x))
n]
1 + ηE[l](1− ccJ )
(4.3)
with the limiting case of SLR = 1 for cJ = 1. In Fig. 8
we monitor the numerical average of SLR (N = 200
samples) for the ES-NGI graph in a P2P solution of
nS = 50 modes deployed through a betweenness opti-
misation scheme by allocating job pairs with different
clusterings and η = 0.5. On the left side (c = 0) de-
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FIG. 8. Average SLR for different cluster numbers as the
task clustering parameter increases. The monitored DCI is
the ES-NGI topology in a P2P solution when services are
mapped through a betweenness based optimisation scheme.
pendent jobs are allocated in a RoundRobin fashion and
communication overheads are maximum. As c increases
tasks tend to be allocated in the same computing modes
and those communication costs decrease. In the right
side for c = 1, all tasks are mapped to the same comput-
ing mode which, in average, has a distance of Dcc ≈ l
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and, hence E[SLR] = 1. Interestingly, lower values for
E[SLR] than the minimum achievable in a random ser-
vices mapping (solid line corresponding to E[SLR] = 1
in Fig. 8) can be obtained for different c and cJ combina-
tions. Furthermore, from c > 0.6, the strategy for cJ = 5
outperforms the solution for cJ = 1; the allocation strat-
egy scales with the number of tasks and the higher cJ the
better task allocation is achieved with respect to the ran-
dom mapping. This evidences that when more accurate
services mappings in a distributed computing infrastruc-
ture are addressed, optimised strategies can be enhanced
by coupling task allocation and topology. However, such
analysis is out of the scope of the present contribution
and is left for future research.
V. CONCLUSION AND FINAL REMARKS
This work has been aimed at finding analytical expres-
sions for the expected values of distributed computing
performance metrics when the communication network
has a complex structure. Through active traceroute-
like probing tests a seed network was built from a real
computing Grid. From this graph, ensembles of synthetic
graphs with additional structure were generated to verify
the model and to monitor different scenarios through nu-
merical simulation. Although inspired by the Grid case,
the models and results reported can be easily extended
without loss of generality to other DCI solutions. Finally,
to the authors’ knowledge, this is the first work that pro-
vides analytical expressions for the expected performance
metrics when job dependencies and a complex network
structure are considered. The main results obtained are
summarised below.
1. Centralised schemes in distributed computing in-
frastructures in general increase parallel applica-
tions execution time due to the extra communica-
tion overheads between computing services. The
optimal solution corresponds to a P2P model (Φ =
1). On the other hand, if no additional optimisation
strategies in the services mappings or task alloca-
tions are enhanced, common Grid infrastructures
(Φ = 3) do not improve performance when the bro-
kers/CEs proportion increases. Moreover, the to-
tally centralised (Φ = 2) solution outperforms the
ES-NGI Grid, although this improvement can also
be achieved when tasks are preferentially mapped
to closer resources.
2. By addressing more intelligent computing services
mappings (in particular, a preferential mapping
based on betweenness centrality or if tasks are
more likely to reach closer modes), significant im-
provements in the parallel efficiency and scheduled
length ratio are achieved. For random and scale-
free equivalent graphs these improvements are less
appreciable.
3. When the seed topologies are incrementally mod-
ified by the addition of new edges, the analytical
expressions for the expected values of MK and
SLR are numerically reproduced in a wide range
of graphs. For the random graph, a local opti-
mum is found in SLR meaning that if distributed
computing topologies hold a random-like commu-
nication network structure, targeted reconnections
could improve the infrastructure performance sig-
nificantly.
4. Once the ES-NGI topology has been enriched with
a mode betweenness based mapping, an optimisa-
tion in the parallel efficiency can be achievable by
coupling distance distribution fd(x) and task clus-
tering parameter c. In this case, solutions with
higher number of task clusters outperforms the per-
formance of a single job pair (cJ = 1).
5. The parallel efficiency increases for denser graphs
and for larger task clusters and processing times.
This confirms qualitatively the results from [10].
Finally, we make some remarks on the scope and assump-
tions of the addressed model. Firstly, a Virtual node
based communications network (where every node does
not necessarily correspond to a communication device)
with symmetrical paths and minimal distance based rout-
ing was considered. Further, the communication network
was regarded as homogeneous in both latency and band-
width. Background traffic effects were also neglected.
The computing elements were considered as uniform in
processing speed and with no additional queuing delays.
It was also assumed that brokers did not introduce any
delay when mapping tasks. This constitutes a threat for
the reliability of the model since, on the one hand, the
local queue effect is a major factor in the performance
of DCIs (and Grids in particular) [8] and, on the other
hand, a notable characteristic of global DCIs is their het-
erogeneity in resources [3]. In a future we will investigate
the coupling of those effects in the addressed model.
Moreover, no additional ordering is imposed to tasks
when they reach a CE: they are processed in parallel if
no precedence relationship exists between them. This
slightly deviates our model from the traditional schedul-
ing approach where both allocation and order should be
specified.
We considered a minimalist DAG model with equally
sized jobs and transfer files arranged into task clusters
with the same dimension. Further, job sizes were re-
garded as small compared with the network bandwidth
(i.e., latency-bounded approximation).
While these assumptions may turn the addressed
model less reliable, it is our belief that including analyt-
ical expressions that link topology, application structure
and allocation strategy parameters may render the dis-
tributing computing problem more manageable, easing
the incorporation of additional effects. Furthermore, the
techniques addressed in this work (e.g., the application
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of order statistics analysis to DCI scheduling) have been
validated numerically and are amenable to be used with
real data.
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Appendix A: Probabilistic job allocation model
From the conditions addressed in Sec.III the following
simple model is proposed
pkn|lm = AklΓkl + (1−Akl)plm. (A.1)
Here Γkl is a function of n,m to be determined. By
imposing normalisation conditions it holds: 1) Γkl ∈ [0, 1]
and 2)
∑
m Γkl = 1. We also require that Γkl = c ∈ [0, 1]
if m = n being c ∈ [0, 1] defined as the job clustering
parameter. By using the former conditions over Γkl
pkn,lm =
Akl · pkn
nS − 1
[δnm(c·nS−1)+1−c]+(1−Akl)pkn·plm.
(A.2)
We also define the clustering probability p˜kl = P [∆kl =
1] =
∑
n pkn,ln as the probability of jobs Jk and Jl are
mapped into the same mode. By assuming also S as
equiprobable (pkn = 1/nS ∀k) (A.2) renders
p˜kl = c · Akl +
(1−Akl)
nS
. (A.3)
Appendix B: Derivation of analytical expressions for
limit cases
1. job-pairs limit. In this case, a single clustering vari-
able existsW = 1−∆ and fW (0) = P [1−∆ ≤ 0] =
P [∆ = 1] = c. Then, (3.18) reduces to
E[CPIC] = 2PT +Φ · LAT · E[l](1− ccJ ). (B.1)
Further U = (1 −∆)Dcc, and, hence
E[MK] = 2PT +
LAT [ΦD˜ −
ΦD˜−1∑
x=0
(f(1−∆)Dcc(x))
cJ ]. (B.2)
It is noticed that for the computation of
f(1−∆)Dcc(x) a product form for S
nJ = Sω·cJ =
(S2)cJ can be used through the partition: S2 =
{(Xi, Xi+1)}, where the sample space is split into
overlapping ”∆ = 1” = {(Xi, Xi+1) ∈ S
2 : Xi =
Xi−1} and non-overlapping events. Since it also
holds that ”∆ = 1” ⊂ ”Dcc ≤ x”, ∀x, the event
”(1 − ∆)Dcc ≤ x” can be rewritten as ”∆ =
1” ∪ (”∆ = 0” ∩ ”Dcc ≤ x”). As a consequence,
distribution functions can be expressed as
f(1−∆)Dcc(x) = fDcc(x) + cf˜Dcc(x). (B.3)
2. Random mapping of computing services. In this
case Dxy, xy ∈ {cb, bb, bc} are IID simple ran-
dom variables with distribution fd(x). Then
fDxy (x), xy ∈ {cb, bb, bc} can be thought as the em-
pirical distribution functions from samples of size
nB and nC . If nB and nC are large enough com-
pared with nR, by Glivenko-Cantinelli theorem [34]
it holds that fDxy(x) converges to fd(x), xy ∈
{cb, bb, bc}. Furthermore, as in this case brokers
and CEs can be interchanged, by symmetry we
set that: Dbb ≈ Dcb ≈ Dbc, and, hence, Dcc ≈
ΦDxy, xy ∈ bb, bc, cb. As a consequence, ∀xy ∈
bb, cb, bc
fDcc(x) ≈ fDxy (x/Φ)→ fd(x/Φ) = fΦd(x). (B.4)
In other words, the random variable U can be
thought as a rescaling of d in a factor of Φ. In
this case (B.2) by using (B.3) and (B.4) renders
E[MK] = 2PT + LAT (ΦD˜− (B.5)
ΦD˜−1∑
x=0
[fΦd(x) + cf˜Φd(x)]
cJ ).
As fΦd(x) + f˜Φd(x) = 1, it is noticed that
E[MK] = 2PT +
LAT [ΦD˜−
cJ∑
n=0
P1−c(cJ , n)TΦd(ΦD˜, n)], (B.6)
where through the binomial theorem P1−c(cJ , n) =(
cJ
n
)
(1 − c)nccJ−n is the success probability of obtain-
ing n successes in a Bernoulli trial with probability
1 − c and TΦd(ΦD˜, n) =
∑ΦD˜−1
x=0 (fΦd(x))
n. It is noticed
that P0(cJ , n) = δn,0 and P1(cJ , n) = δn,cJ . Further,
from (3.2) and (B.4) it can be found that TΦd(ΦD˜, 0) =
ΦD˜ and TΦd(ΦD˜, 1) = Φ(D˜ − E[l]).
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Two limit cases are investigated:
• c = 1 (total task clustering), where E[CPIC] =
E[MK] = 2PT
• c = 0 (total task repulsion). In this case
E[CPIC] = 2PT + LAT · Φ ·E[l] and
E[MK] = 2PT + LAT [ΦD˜− TΦd(ΦD˜, cJ)]. (B.7)
Two sub-cases are considered:
1. cJ = 1. Now a linear relationship between
E[MK] and E[l] is found and
E[MK] = 2PT +Φ · LAT ·E[l]. (B.8)
2. cJ >> 1 and uniform distance distribution. If
fd(x) is also regarded as uniform, from (B.4)
fΦd(x) = x/(ΦD˜) and it is obtained
TΦd(ΦD˜, cJ) =
1
(ΦD˜)cJ
ΦD˜−1∑
x=0
xcJ . (B.9)
In the limit cJ >> 1 this term is neglected
in (B.7) and the expression for E[MK] renders
E[MK] = 2PT + LAT · ΦD˜. (B.10)
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